
 

 

PRESS RELEASE, 11 August 2022 

 
Rabobank posts net result of EUR 1,571 million for first half of 2022 
 
For the past months, the economy has been dominated by the effects of Russia’s war in Ukraine, 
global supply chain issues and the long term effect of Covid-19. Overall uncertainty caused rising 

food and energy prices worldwide, a steep increase in inflation and the first interest rate hikes by 

central banks in years. In this environment, Rabobank maintained a stable course, and posted a net 
result of EUR 1,571 million in the first half of 2022. 

 
Chair of the Managing Board Wiebe Draijer 
“The good economic conditions in the beginning of this year contributed positively to our half-year 

results. Uncertainty rose after the unlawful Russian invasion of Ukraine. First and foremost this has a 

horrific impact on the country and its citizens, living in the cruelty of war. Our thoughts are with the 

Ukrainian people.  
 

“With each passing day, the global effects of the war become more visible and oppressive. 
Furthermore, economic volatility, inflation, scarcity of resources, and competition for talent are all 
affecting the work and daily lives of our clients to a greater or lesser extent. Meanwhile we face great 

transitions: in climate and energy, in food and on our path towards a more inclusive society. They are 

all global, complex and truly intertwined.  
 

“Rabobank is in a position to facilitate change and progress in these transitions. For instance in Africa, 
which is currently facing a huge deficit in means to grow crops, affecting millions of people as they 
face severe hunger from food shortage. We continuously seek for solutions and partnerships that help 
feed the world sustainably. Furthermore, our Rabo Carbon Bank has been scaling up its pilots, and 

sold its first carbon credits arising from regenerative farming in the Netherlands. We’ve launched 
Carbon Insights in our Rabo App, where customers can track the CO2 emissions of every euro they 
spend, a novelty in the Dutch banking landscape. But also in the Netherlands where we aim to help 
our clients to create a future for agriculture that fits within the planetary constraints of a small country 
that is leading in the world of agriculture. 

 

“The past half year has again been quite dynamic. I would like to thank our clients for their trust in 

Rabobank, and express my gratitude to our employees, my colleagues, around the world.”  
 
Financial Performance 
Rabobank’s net profit in the first half of 2022 was EUR 1,571 million (compared to EUR 2,160 million 
in H1 2021). The sound business performance of 2021 continued in 2022 and contributed to the bank’s 

solid financial results. However, the war in Ukraine had an impact, which is visible in higher 
impairment charges on financial assets, mainly driven by Rabobank’s decision earlier this year to 

completely withdraw from Russia. This negative effect was partly offset by a release of unused Covid-



19 provisions. As a result, impairment charges on financial assets amounted to EUR 42 million (2 basis 

points of the average loan portfolio) in the first half of 2022 (compared to a release of EUR 274 million 
in the first half of 2021). 
 

Compared to the strong development of our total income due to economic tailwind in 2021, total 
income decreased by 3% in the first six months of 2022. Net interest income increased by 7%, driven 

by higher volumes and increasing interest rates. The increasing interest rates resulted in improved 
margins on savings, whereas margin pressure on the lending business in the domestic banking 
business was felt as well. Net fee and commission income continued to increase, mainly resulting from 
higher fees on payment accounts and higher fee income on assets under management. The strong 

performance of Rabo Investments continued in 2022, although the results were lower compared to 
the exceptional performance last year. In addition, due to the volatile environment the valuation of 
equity participations negatively impacted financial results in the first half of 2022, whereas it positively 
contributed to Rabobank’s results in the same period last year. Expenses were 5% higher, mainly 
driven by an increase in staff costs as a result of additional staffing needs for KYC and IT. Despite 

continued efficiency measures and taking into account further inflationary effects, pressure on the 

overall cost level is expected to continue in the coming period. 

 
Rabobank’s loan portfolio increased by EUR 15.4 billion to EUR 432.6 billion, also driven by FX effects. 

The Food & Agri portfolio increased by 10% to EUR 113.2 billion. The position in the Dutch residential 
mortgage market remained solid with a 16% market share of new production and a slightly increased 

mortgage loan portfolio of EUR 193.3 billion. Deposits from retail and wholesale clients increased by 

EUR 13.1 billion.  

 
Overall, lower income and higher expenses led to an increase in the Rabobank’s cost/income ratio to 
63.5% (H1 2021: 58.0%). The Return on Equity amounted to 7.0% (H1 2021: 10.4%). As a result of the 

implementation of the macroprudential add-on for mortgages, model changes reflecting the EBA 
guidelines and other (internal) model redevelopments, as well as regular business growth, the bank’s 

risk-weighted assets increased by EUR 39.6 billion to 251.5 billion. Partially mitigated by Rabobank’s 

healthy financial results, this resulted in a decrease of the CET1 ratio to 15.1% (2021: 17.4%) with a 
remaining Basel IV impact that is now expected to be negligible. At this level the bank continues to 
comfortably meet its capital requirements and its ambition level of a CET1 ratio of >14%.  
 

Update on KYC  
At the end of 2021, De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) ordered Rabobank to remedy deficiencies regarding 

its Dutch Retail division’s compliance with the Wet ter voorkoming van witwassen en financieren van 

terrorisme (Wwft). DNB also informed the bank that a separate punitive enforcement procedure 

would commence, the outcome of which is still unknown to the bank. Remedying these deficiencies 

has Rabobank’s highest priority. The bank continuously invests in Know Your Customer (KYC) and 

increases the efforts under its remediation program, which occurs a dynamic context dealing with the 

fast pace of sanctions on Russia, tight labor market conditions and new regulations. In light of these 

challenging developments that affect progress the bank has asked DNB for an extension of the 

deadline. 

Outlook 

Looking forward, Wiebe Draijer states: “We are glad to leave a period of negative interest rates behind 
us, specifically for the impact it had on savings accounts of private clients. Unfortunately, other 
disruptions remain and are expected to persist and affect our clients throughout 2022 and in the years 

to come. Geopolitical tensions, inflation, and an expected mild recession are shaping our everyday 
lives, impacting the purchasing power of households, and will continue to challenge the economic 



context in which we operate. We therefore remain cautious with respect to our operating 

environment. 
 
“Worldwide we are confronted with negative effects of climate change such as droughts and floods. 

In addition, the Netherlands faces a challenge of significant constraints in nitrogen emissions. In June, 
the Dutch government announced its plans to reduce nitrogen by 2030, sparking national debate and 

protests. Rabobank made clear that we endorse the reduction goals, but we also indicated that the 
plans lack integrality with regard to water quality, climate and the government’s plans for other 
sectors. What’s also missing is prospect for Dutch farmers, specifically in livestock farming. At the 
moment, the effects on client level are both uncertain and unclear as the governmental plans are not 

translated and implemented yet by the authorized provincial governments. This creates uncertainty 
and with that comes distress for those it directly affects. We believe that regional optimization, 
cooperation and innovation are key in the transition to a sustainable business model for our clients. 
Together with other stakeholders, Rabobank wants to play its part in finding realistic and workable 
solutions, and achieving a vital and sustainable Dutch countryside and agricultural sector.” 

 

 
For interim results and further details, visit Rabobank.nl 
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Rabobank Press Office 

+31 (0) 30 216 2758 or pressoffice@rabobank.nl 

  

Rabobank Investor Relations 

+31 (0)30 712 2401 or IR@rabobank.com 

 
Elements of this press release are considered by Rabobank as inside information relating directly or indirectly to 

Rabobank within the meaning of article 7 of the Market Abuse Regulation (EU Regulation 596/2014) that is made 

public in accordance with article 17 Market Abuse Regulation. 

 

https://www.rabobank.nl/en/about-us/results-and-reports

